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Abstract

The intention of the thesis is to analyse the Czech banking sector between 

the years 2003 and 2017 and focus on the behaviour of the foreign banks. 

Analysing exhaustive quarterly data from the CNB internal database, it is 

shown that during the studied period, the foreign banks controlled 90% to 

96% of the total banking assets in the country. The lending activities of 

the foreign banks are found procyclical, in contrast to the countercyclical 

activities of the Czech banks. Contrary to the expectations, corporate loans 

of the foreign banks do not show a higher degree of procyclicality than the 

other types of loans. Furthermore, no evidence is found for the claim that 

the foreign banks’ lending patterns follow the business cycles of the home 

countries of these banks. However, the relation between the GDP growth 

of the foreign banks’ home countries and the foreign banks’ loan growth 

became significant during the global financial crisis between 2008 and 2009. 

Out of the bank performance ratios, the equity-to-assets ratio is revealed to 

significantly influence the loan growth of the foreign banks.



Abstrakt

Záměrem studie je zkoumat tuzemský bankovní sektor mezi lety 2003 a 2017 

s důrazem na chování zahraničních bank. Analýza detailních dat z interní 

databáze CNB ukazuje, že ve sledovaném období zahraniční banky vlastnily 

mezi 90% a 96% celkových aktiv sektoru. Dále je zjištěno, že zahraniční 

banky operují procyklicky, chování bank českých je naopak shledáno proti- 

cyklickým. Korporátní úvěry zahraničních bank nevykazují větší míru pro- 

cyklicity než ostatní typy půjček. Navzdory očekáváním nejsou nalezeny 

důkazy pro to, že by růst úvěrů poskytovaných zahraničními bankami sle

doval změny ekonomických podmínek v jejich mateřských zemích. Vliv růstu 

HDP v mateřských zemích zahraničních bank na růst úvěrů poskytovaných 

těmito bankami se však stal významným v období finanční krize mezi lety 

2008 a 2009. Z výkonnostních charakteristik je identifikován poměr kapitálu 

a celkových aktiv jako faktor významně ovlivňující růst úvěrů zahraničních 

bank.
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Introduction

Like in most other Eastern European and post-transition countries, the vast 

majority of banking institutions in the Czech Republic are owned by large 

foreign banks or are their affiliates. According to Cull and Peria (2013), 

on average, 70% of banks in Eastern Europe were foreign-owned, and the 

foreign banks accounted for 81% of the total bank assets over the period 

between 2004 and 2009.

This has to be taken into account when the stability and development of 

the Czech banking industry is analysed, since the activities of foreign banks 

might follow different patterns compared to the activities of locally-owned 

financial institutions, as it will be discussed in the thesis. Their reactions 

to various economic impulses are likely to vary, and it will be argued in the 

thesis that the client structure is not identical either.

The intention of this thesis is to provide a comprehensive study at the 

crossroads of the literature on cyclicality of foreign bank lending and on 

transmission of international shocks. Analysing quarterly data for the banks 

operating in the Czech Republic between the years 2003 and 2017, the scope 

of the research is as follows:

First, the thesis aims to investigate whether the operations of the for

eign banks follow the business cycle of the Czech Republic and the banks 

therefore act procyclically, or whether their affiliation with the foreign owner 

allows them to be practically independent of the local economic conditions. 

Because it is almost fully foreign-owned, the Czech banking sector represents 

the ideal subject to study: It is examined whether and how the Czech GDP 

growth influences the lending behaviour of the foreign banks. Moreover, 

the impact is compared with the effect of the home country GDP growth. 

Indeed, cyclicality is a major issue for every country’s financial stability. A 

possible procyclical behaviour of the foreign banks would represent a signific

ant challenge for local policy makers and provide evidence for the discussion 

about a possible adjustment of the banking regulation system.

Second, foreign banks’ presence is examined in relation to the economic
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development in their home countries and the thesis therefore contributes to 

the ongoing discussion about the international transmission of shocks. In 

comparison to the majority of the previous pieces of work on the topic, a 

more detailed dataset is used, which even allows for a further decomposition 

of the total loans into several types. For countries with a strong foreign bank 

ownership, this issue seems especially important since the local economy is 

potentially exposed to a significant external influence. To the best of my 

knowledge, the thesis provides the hrst study of the transmission of interna

tional shocks to the lending of the foreign banks in the Czech Republic. The 

results may therefore help answer the question about whether and to what 

extent the policy makers should favour the presence of foreign banks from 

various countries in order to reduce the impact of country-specific shocks. 

Besides, by quantifying the possible threats, the thesis provides relevant in

formation for appraising the credit stability in the Czech Republic in general.

Third, I take advantage of the exhaustive dataset on bank performance 

during the recent financial crisis in order to analyse the impact that ex

tremely worsened economic conditions may have on foreign bank lending. 

Some studies (e.g. Haas and Lelyveld (2014) or Claessens and Van Horen 

(2011)) pointed to the increasing presence of foreign banks in developing 

countries as one of the key mechanisms for transmitting the great financial 

crisis between 2008 and 2009. Namely, it can be assumed that during ex

ceptionally hard times, the decisions taken by the parent bank may become 

more constraining for the subsidiary than during tranquil times. The thesis 

helps shed light on this claim.

To conclude, it seems to be of crucial importance not only for the policy 

makers, but also for all the entities engaged in the Czech banking environ

ment to know what the implications of the different ownership structures 

are for the proper functioning and stability of the system. Besides, the 

policy debate on the presence of foreign banks is a major concern in Eastern 

Europe as well as in Latin America, and it is becoming topical also in other 

emerging countries. For instance, the presence of foreign banks still remains
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considerably low in China, and Chinese policy makers face increasing pres

sures to favour the entry of international institutions in order to increase the 

low competition and improve the performance of the local banks. By ana

lysing the consequences of the foreign bank presence in the Czech Republic, 

a post-transition country, the thesis may represent a possible vector in the 

decision making process in the countries which are yet to transform their 

banking systems.

The thesis is organized as follows:

Section 1 provides the literature summary of topics related to foreign 

bank ownership. In order to familiarize the reader with the terms frequently 

used throughout the theoretical part, the basic terminology is presented. 

After the development of the foreign bank ownership is briefly discussed, 

the section is further divided into five subsections on the issues which are 

especially important for the main discussion: Differences in efficiency, com

petition between foreign and domestic banks, cyclicality, shock transmission, 

and behaviour of banks during the recent economic crisis.

In Section 2, based on the theoretical background set in Section 1, sev

eral predictions are made with respect to foreign bank ownership and its 

impact on the banking system in the Czech Republic. These hypotheses are 

subsequently tested.

Section 3 focuses on the source of the data and their description. It 

also introduces and explains the econometric model and the used estimation 

methodology.

Section 4 presents the results and additional comments on them.

Ultimately, a comprehensive conclusion is provided.
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1 Foreign Bank Ownership and Related Issues

To be able to formulate hypotheses about the possible impact of foreign bank 

ownership on the banking system, it is necessary to build a solid theoretical 

background hrst.

1.1 Basic Terminology

The prevailing methodology in recent literature regards foreign bank as a 

bank of which more than 50% of the shares are owned by foreign residents 

(see for example Lensink et al. (2008)). If less than 50% of the shares are 

owned by foreign residents, the bank is considered to be a domestic bank. 

Throughout the thesis, I also try and stick to these criteria, as it allows for 

the results to be put in a broader context and facilitates comparisons with 

the outcomes of other academic papers.

Furthermore, the home country is referred to as the country where the 

owner of the bank has its headquarters, and the host country as another 

country where the bank is present and active. For example, Česká spořitelna 

is considered to be a foreign bank in the Czech Republic as its major owner 

is the Austrian group Erste Group. Therefore, it is a domestic bank in 

Austria. In this case, the Czech Republic (or any other country where a 

subsidiary of Erste Group is active) is a host country and Austria is the 

home country. Similarly, Citibank is a foreign bank in the Czech Republic 

(the host country) and a domestic bank in its home country, the USA.1

1.2 Foreign Bank Ownership - Development

Ever increasing integration of the world allows for a better and more effect

ive communication and brings about a considerable level of deregulation, 

which indeed influences the financial markets. In many countries, the relat

ive importance of foreign banks has increased substantially in recent years.1 Indeed, the above-mentioned criteria might in some cases be too straightforward to be applied. In Subsection 3.2, I discuss in detail the way I determine bank ownership when analysing the data and how this may vary from the other suggested approaches. Besides, I comment on several cases where determining ownership might be debatable.
4



Claessens and Van Horen (2011) analyse the trends in banking between the 

years 1995 and 2009 in 137 countries from all over the world. They show 

that the market share of foreign banks in the sample countries within this 

period increased from 20 to 34 percent2. These authors also examine the 

dynamics of the change in the ownership structure. They conclude that 

foreign bank presence shifted from OECD countries towards the develop

ing and post-transition countries as the host countries, which is supported 

by the fact that the highest growth rates of foreign bank presence during 

this period (around 225 percent) was in Eastern Europe and Central Asia. 

According to Cull and Peria (2013), on average, 70% of banks in Eastern 

Europe were foreign-owned, and the foreign banks accounted for 81% of the 

total bank assets over the period between 2004 and 20093.

Two important and interrelated factors in the expansion seem to be trade 

relationships and regional proximity. Claessens and Van Horen (2011) state 

that foreign banks already present and active in a region are likely to expand 

within the same region, making use of their already gathered knowledge and 

built relationships. Indeed, the geographic proximity of a bank to other affil

iates or subsidiaries of the group influences its integration into the network. 

This may have certain implications for the transmission of shocks within the 

bank group, as it will be discussed further.

1.3 Efficiency

What remains to be unclear despite extensive research is whether foreign 

bank ownership has a positive impact on the efficiency of the bank. Opin

ions as well as outcomes of academic papers vary by countries and authors. 

Before conducting their own research, Lensink et al. (2008) summarized the 

recent literature on bank efficiency regarding countries all over the world: 

On average, foreign banks performed more efficiently in transition and de

veloping countries, but the opposite was true for the developed countries.
2 The development of the number of Czech and total banks in the Czech Republic is shown in Figure 

1 on page 20.
3Figure 2 on page 21 depicts the banking assets structure in the Czech Republic.
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Interestingly, their own subsequent findings mentioned in the paragraphs 

below do not support this assumption. To try and understand the main 

mechanisms behind the dynamics of bank efficiency, Berger et al. (2000) 

formulate two hypotheses.

The global advantage hypothesis implies that foreign banks, from their 

nature, have a competitive advantage over domestically owned banks since 

as large multinational institutions, they often use more advanced techno

logies and have better access to educated, skilled, and specialized labour 

force. Broader scope also allows foreign banks to engage in various types of 

activities and not to rely on loan provision solely, which may be the case 

of some local banks. This can be quantified by a lower loan-to-asset ratio 

foreign banks usually have compared to their domestically owned peers, as 

for example Claessens and Van Horen (2011) show.

Certain differences are reflected in risk management, too. Mian (2006) 

claims that foreign banks might not be willing to enter into as risky contracts 

as domestic banks because they would put their ” franchise value” at risk. 

This means that goodwill and reputation are of considerable importance 

for large multinational institutions. Besides, as far as the attitude to risk 

is concerned, one has to take into account that foreign banks are actually 

subject to a multiple-level regulation. In addition to having to comply with 

the host country regulations, they are supervised by their home regulatory 

authority4. Also, Claessens and Van Horen (2011) state that on average, for

eign banks are less leveraged and their liquidity position outperforms their 

domestic peers. Weill (2003) suggests that, especially in post-transition eco

nomies, the control from shareholders is better in case of foreign banks, 

because their often Western shareholders have broad experience in corpor

ate governance. This would imply better incentives for managers and likely 

induce an improved performance. To prove this, Weill conducts an extensive 

research into efficiency of post-transition banking systems of the Czech Re

public and Poland. He takes into account all the above-mentioned variables
4Double regulation in case of the Czech Republic is also mentioned in the definition of foreign bank 

by the Czech National Bank. More information on this issue is provided in Subsection 3.2.
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which might influence efficiency while being endogenous to bank managers’ 

behaviour, such as risk preference, bank size, or the structure of its activit

ies. His results provide evidence for the global advantage of foreign banks 

in post-transition economies: In both the Czech Republic and Poland, for

eign banks’ operations were significantly more cost-efficient than those of 

domestic banks. Fišerová et al. (2015) analyse the performance of foreign 

banks in 17 countries, mostly from Central or Eastern Europe. They con

clude that foreign-owned banks perform better when the GDP in the host 

countries increases. Furthermore, the authors identify capitalization and 

the ratio of non-performing loans as significant determinants of the foreign 

banks’ efficiency.

On the other hand, Berger et al. (2000) write about the home field ad

vantage that domestically owned banks have over their foreign-owned peers. 

It stems from the fact that the local players possess better information about 

the country’s economy, politics, or legal system and may also receive differ

ent treatment from the government and customers (Hymer, 1976). In such 

cases, domestic banks would likely bear lower expenses while being able to 

generate higher revenues providing the same kind of services. In their study 

of banking systems of 105 countries between 1998 and 2003, Lensink et al. 

(2008) favour this view concluding that the foreign ownership has a negative 

effect on the bank efficiency. However, they emphasize that the inefficiency 

is reduced when the quality of the governance and institutions in the host 

country is high and comparable to the quality of the home country’s legal 

framework. This corresponds with Berger’s view since the home field ad

vantage would not be so important in such a case.

1.4 Competition

Even though they operate within the same country, the structures of the 

clients of foreign and domestic banks respectively are likely to vary. As 

it has been already implied, foreign banks may be thought to suffer from 

the lack of information on credit-worthiness of the clients on local markets.
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Moreover, they are in most cases institutions too large and centralized to 

have the dexterity needed to properly assess the loan applications made 

by smaller, younger firms, which they consider opaque. Therefore, they 

might be often reluctant to lend to local entrepreneurs, and focus instead 

on transaction with municipalities and large corporations, even though the 

efficiency outcome of such approach is often unfavourable (Giannetti and 

Ongena, 2012). Detragiache et al. (2008) provide supporting evidence to this 

view by showing that an increase in foreign bank presence is often followed 

by a decrease of credits to the private sector.

One has to deal with two crucial issues here: What the consequences of 

the entry of foreign banks are for the domestic banks and how the domestic 

banks respond to these pressures. Giannetti and Ongena (2012) state that 

the increased competition forces local institutions to select their borrowers 

more judiciously. However, and in line with what has been presented in the 

previous paragraph, Agénor (2003) claims that the foreign banks literally 

poach the more solvent clients from the domestic ones and force the domestic 

banks to focus on the category ’’opaque” - such behaviour is called ’’cherry 

picking”. Lensink et al. (2008) insist on more or less the same statement 

and claim that the increased level of foreign banks’ activities results in lower 

profitability as well as margins for domestic banks.

On the other hand, there have been several studies reaching the opposite 

conclusion. Claessens and Van Horen (2011) belong to the group of authors 

who claim that foreign bank presence is in fact beneficial for the operations of 

domestic banks. The key mechanism behind this is the way domestic banks 

react to the increased competition in the market. Studies suggest that in 

order to stay competitive, domestic banks have to increase their efficiency 

by introducing new technologies as well as products. In their study of 795 

individual banks in 39 countries covering the period between the years 1999 

and 2006, Lee et al. (2012) reveal a drop of overhead expenses of the domestic 

banks in reaction to an increase of the foreign bank ownership. According 

to the authors, domestic banks were forced to give up their ’’quiet sheltered
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life” and do their best to remain competitive. Improved practices through 

a better monitoring of the activities as well as the stricter management 

resulted in significant cost savings.

Nevertheless, Agénor (2003) warns about another possible reaction of do

mestic banks. To avoid being defeated by the competition, they might merge 

and form larger enterprises, which might become too big to fail or too polit

ical to fail, making use of their local ties. This would of course exacerbate 

the moral hazard problem, especially if a certain level of government involve

ment was present, since such institutions might become not careful enough 

when they screen their potential clients and allocate a credit to them.

1.5 Cyclicality

Foreign bank presence naturally raises the question about the cyclicality of 

the bank lending, i.e. the sensitivity to the economic development in the 

host country. The host country economic conditions are often considered 

to be among the important pull factors of the foreign bank lending (Haas 

and van Lelyveld, 2006). The issue is especially interesting because there is 

currently no clear theory explaining the form and direction this type of pull 

factor has.

The majority of the recent theoretical approaches elaborate on the fact 

that subsidiaries and affiliates of foreign banks are not autonomous institu

tions. They are a part of the portfolio of the parent bank, whose decision

making process is mostly complex and flexible. Weill (2003) emphasizes 

the threat of a lack of loyalty to the host country that the foreign banks 

may have. Whereas domestic banks tend to commit themselves to assist 

the local economy in troubled times, foreign banks act as an investor that 

faces multiple opportunities and tries to hedge by diversifying. When the 

performance of the host country’s economy declines, economic activities of 

foreign banks may be scaled down in favour of other countries or regions 

within the banks’ portfolios. Similarly, when the host country enjoys a 

period of growth, foreign banks may reallocate their resources and expand
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their lending in the rising economy. The positive relationship between the 

host country business cycles and the level of engagement of the bank (e.g. 

credit supply), worsening the recessions and supporting the boom periods, is 

known as procyclicality. Domestic banks do not enjoy such wide investment 

opportunities. One can thus assume a lower level of sensitivity to the host 

country macroeconomic conditions. Literature on cyclicality promoting the 

procyclical operating of foreign-owned banks has been recently extended by 

Bertay et al. (2015). They reveal that the state banks have a stabilizing 

effect and expand the credit supply more during recessions than the private 

banks. Among the private banks, moreover, foreign ones noticeably show 

procyclical behaviour.

On the other hand, foreign parent banks may provide a back-up to their 

subsidiaries when the situation in the host country develops in an unexpected 

way. Naturally, domestic banks cannot rely on such a support. Besides, the 

lending behaviour of foreign banks is likely to be influenced by global factors 

which have an impact on the general policy of the parent bank. Foreign 

banks would operate rather countercyclically in this case, because they would 

be only weakly sensitive to the host country economic fluctuations and their 

activities would rather contribute to dampen recessions. According to Haas 

and Lelyveld (2014), subsidiaries of financially strong enough parent banks 

mostly did act countercyclically during local recessions between 2000 and 

2008 because they were provided with capital and liquidity and therefore 

did not have to reduce credit supply in host countries. The authors admit, 

however, that the situation was different when the global financial crisis hit 

the economy in 2008. This issue will be discussed further in the following 

sections of the thesis.

It has been already implied that there seem to be certain differences 

between domestic and foreign banks in terms of the client structure. One 

of the few studies which focus on cyclicality of loans to particular segments 

of clients has recently been introduced by Behr et al. (2017). Its authors
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examine the cyclical behaviour of German banks in relation to SME lending5, 

i.e loans to a crucial part of the German economy. They conclude that SME 

lending by savings banks is on average about a quarter more sensitive to the 

GDP growth than SME lending by credit cooperatives from the same area. 

These results therefore imply that the ownership influences the cyclicality 

of SME lending, which is related to one of the issues analysed in this thesis.

1.6 Shock Transmission

A frequently discussed topic is the transmission of international shocks 

through the links between the parent banks and their foreign subsidiar

ies. If these channels prove to be important, countries with a high market 

share controlled by foreign banks, such as the Czech Republic, would be 

vulnerable to volatility spill-overs from abroad. Therefore, the foreign bank 

presence seems to pose a significant challenge to the effectiveness of mon

etary policies in the host countries and the topic is of high importance for 

local policy makers.

The home country GDP growth is often regarded as a significant push 

factor determining the lending patterns of the foreign banks. Similarly as 

in the case of the host country GDP growth, the results of the particular 

studies seem to provide ambiguous evidence on what direction the push 

factor should have. On the one hand, it may be argued that when the home 

country experiences an economic slowdown, parent banks, which are capital- 

constrained, may be forced to scale back their activities abroad. Haas and 

Lelyveld (2014) even imply that foreign operations are actually among the 

hrst to be reduced in such a case. Therefore, the push factor would in 

this case describe the positive causal relationship between the home country 

business cycle and the credit growth of the foreign banks.

On the other hand, should the economic situation in their home countries

deteriorate, foreign banks may seek external lending possibilities abroad.
5 OECD defines Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) as non-subsidiary, independent firms 

which employ fewer than a given number of employees. In the European Union, the limit designating an 

SME is 250 employees, https : //stats. oecd. org/glossary/detail. asp?ID=3123
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Conversely, a sufficient growth of the home country’s economy may be found 

attractive enough by the foreign banks to focus on their home clientele. As 

a result, the banks may reallocate their capital accordingly and reduce their 

credit supply abroad. One would observe a negative relationship between 

the GDP growth in the home countries and the foreign banks’ loan growth.

Clearly, the financial state of the parent bank is an important determ

inant of the magnitude of the push factor, since healthy banks may not be 

as sensitive to economic fluctuations as banks which are more constrained. 

Dages et al. (2000) even claim that it is actually the overall health of the 

banking group what matters, not the ownership relations.

Recent studies identify yet another determinant of the shock transmis

sion: The distance of the subsidiary from the parent bank. Cetorelli and 

Goldberg (2012) show that during the recent financial crisis between the 

years 2008 and 2009, large U.S. banks protected their main and core subsi

diaries when they had to decide which funding to cut. Interestingly, Haas 

and Lelyveld (2014) reach the opposite conclusion. Analysing the 48 largest 

multinational banks during the recent financial crisis, they conclude that 

the subsidiaries distant from their parent banks were actually more stable 

lenders than the subsidiaries operating close to the core. This might have 

been caused by the fact that peripheral subsidiaries are actually less integ

rated to the system, which allows them to evade discipline and hampers 

effective exchange of information. Another plausible explanation seems to 

be the high fixed costs of operating a distant subsidiary. These expenses, 

despite being sunk, indicate a certain degree of commitment of the banking 

group to the respective region.

Shock transmission has been studied widely in recent years. Haas and van 

Lelyveld (2006) analyse yearly data for banks between the years 1993 and 

2000, and do find evidence for business cycles transmission through foreign 

bank lending in Central and Eastern Europe, i.e. in countries with a strong 

foreign bank presence. Nevertheless, the major shock transmitters turn out 

to be the foreign banks erected from scratch, the so called greenfields.
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In late eighties, Japanese banks invested heavily in Japanese corporate 

stocks, whose prices surged. Several years later, however, the stock market 

bubble burst, resulting in significant losses for all major financial institutions. 

Peek and Rosengren (1997) discover that the crisis was transmitted to the 

USA through U.S. branches of Japanese banks, which sharply cut their credit 

supply in early nineties.

Schnabl (2012) analyses the impact of the Russian default in 1998 on 

the credit supply in Peru and conclude that international banks transmit 

liquidity shocks, which in turn reduce bank lending in affected countries. He 

also suggests that the shocks affect foreign banks more than locally funded

ones.

Jeanneau and Micu (2002) study in detail the various components of 

both the push and the pull factor in terms of foreign bank lending. Inter

national bank lending by U.S. banks is found to decrease when the U.S. 

real GDP growth increases6. Japanese banks, however, rather expand their 

credit supply abroad when the Japanese economy experiences an increasing 

GDP growth. Banks from the Euro area and the UK seem not to signi

ficantly adjust their foreign lending as a reaction to their home countries’ 

development.

1.7 Financial Crisis between 2008 and 2009

The recent financial crisis provides the opportunity for the first significant 

evaluation of the role of foreign banks in countries’ banking systems. The 

impact of the foreign bank ownership during the earlier crisis episodes was 

well-studied, however, several studies imply that the extent and severity of 

the crisis between the years 2008 and 2009 were so different from previous 

minor crises of the decade that the banks changed their behaviour.

Haas and Lelyveld (2014), for example, state that, contrary to the earlier

crises, parent banks were not a significant source of support to their sub-
6Goldberg (2001) divides the borrowers of the U.S. banks geographically: She reveals that a negative 

push factor influences the lending of U.S. banks in Asia. However, the push factor is concluded to be 

positive in case of Latin America.
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sidiaries. Interestingly, these authors claim that several weak parent banks 

even used their internal capital markets to move funds from host countries 

such as Czech Republic or Russia to their headquarters in France or Italy.

Cull and Perla (2013) suggest a possible explanation why the develop

ment during the recent financial crisis was different from the development 

during the previous downturns: The recent financial crisis originated in home 

countries of the large multinational banks, whereas previous episodes were 

rather endemic to the host, mostly developing countries. The authors thus 

attribute the difference to the fact that the home country conditions matter 

more than the host country conditions.

Findings of Claessens and Van Horen (2011) regarding the sample of 137 

countries support the view of the procyclical functioning of foreign banks 

during the global financial crisis: The authors conclude that foreign banks 

reduced lending by about 6 percentage points more than their domestic 

peers and therefore contributed to the financial instability of the system. 

Interestingly, the difference is revealed for the year 2009 only, banks are 

found to have been operating the same way in 2008. The authors attribute 

it to the fact that the crisis became truly global only in 2009.

Fungáčová et al. (2013) document how the credit supply in Russia con

tracted during the recent crisis. They conclude that foreign banks became 

less willing to lend already in Q1 and Q2 of 20087, i.e. even before the crisis 

hit Russia, but continued to have a hard time lending when the situation in 

the world improved. These findings seem to result from a combination of 

two already discussed features. The push factor caused the earlier outbreak 

of credit contraction because the banks experienced a negative development 

even though there might have been no signs of it in Russia yet. The pull 

factor (or the lack of loyalty) then explains why foreign banks decreased the 

credit supply in response to the local economic development.

Wu et al. (2016) conduct a similar research to analyse the impact of 

the crisis in South Korea. They reach the conclusion that the foreign banks
7 Throughout the thesis, the quarter notation is often used. E.g. Q1 2008 stands for the first quarter 

of 2008.
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actually adjusted the credit supply in a way opposite to their domestic peers 

and functioned rather as a buffer in the crisis. Moreover, the Korean banks 

responded to changes in monetary policy differently during the crisis between 

the years 2008 and 2009 and during tranquil times, providing evidence that 

minor economic downturns and global crises should be analysed separately.

Several papers focus on the crisis impact in emerging markets economies. 

Mihaljek et al. (2010) reveal that in Mexico, foreign banks reduced their 

lending faster than other banks. However, in other countries, such as Hun

gary, parent banks stabilised their subsidiaries and provided them with FX 

funding. In the end, both types of banks adjusted broadly in the same way: 

Reduced the growth of new loans to firms and households, shifted towards 

less risky loans and started doing more business with the central banks. The 

authors assume the reactions to crisis depended on the exposure of parent 

banks and importance and financial health of subsidiaries, i.e. the system 

of funding was more important than ownership.

The results of Cull and Peria (2013) for Latin America are the same as 

those of Mihaljek in the sense that eventually, no difference in the way 

of adjustment (loan growth) between the foreign and domestic banks is 

found. However, Cull and Peria (2013) conclude that in Eastern Europe, 

loan growth by foreign banks fell by about 14 to 16 percentage points more 

than in case of domestic institutions. As mentioned earlier, this difference 

is explained by the fact that for Latin America, the driving factor was the 

conditions of subsidiaries, while for European credit growth mainly parent 

bank conditions mattered.

Probably the most extreme results are reached by Haas and Lelyveld 

(2014), according to whom multinational bank subsidiaries reduced their 

credit growth almost three times as fast as domestic banks. The rapid cut of 

loan provision mainly concerned banking groups which focused on wholesale.
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2 Research Hypotheses Formulation

The following hypotheses focus mainly on the influence of the GDP growth 

on the foreign banks’ lending behaviour.

The first hypothesis concerns the shock transmission through the foreign 

bank ownership. Haas and van Lelyveld (2006) suggest the that the push 

factor in terms of the home country GDP growth is positive. Top manage

ment of the parent bank sets a system of reactions to the changes in the home 

country and operations of the subsidiary may be adjusted accordingly. As 

such, the host country is affected by what is going on abroad and is therefore 

subject to the transmission of international shocks. Moreover, in their sub

sequent study, Haas and Lelyveld (2014) claim that affiliates operating close 

to the core of the banking group are often less stable lenders than peripheral 

subsidiaries. Since the majority of the foreign banks operating in the Czech 

Republic are based in Western Europe, i.e. in relative proximity to their 

parent banks, it can be expected that the push factor is rather significant. 

The hypothesis therefore states that an increase in the GDP growth of the 

home countries results in the foreign banks increasing their loan growth in 

the Czech Republic.

Hypothesis 1: Home country GDP growth influences the lending behaviour 

of the foreign banks in the Czech Republic. Potentially, economic shocks can 

be transmitted this way.

It has been argued that the direction of the pull factor differs from coun

try to country. Claessens and Van Horen (2011) analyse aggregate data for 

137 countries worldwide and find some evidence for procyclical behaviour. 

However, they also point out that for countries with a very strong foreign 

bank presence, the effect of the host country conditions was negligible. The 

Czech Republic, with around 90% of total bank assets being foreign bank 

assets, seems to be an example of such a country. On the other hand, natur

ally, the Czech economic conditions are a key input assumption of both the 

Czech National Bank and the macroeconomic departments of all the banks
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operating in the country. Therefore, it would be very interesting if the addi

tional suggestion made by Claessens and van Horen about the insignificant 

impact of the Czech economic conditions proved to be true. The initial hy

pothesis, however, states that the development of the GDP growth in the 

Czech Republic does influence the lending of the foreign banks. Another 

interesting outcome of the analysis is the comparison of the influence of the 

home and the Czech GDP growth.

Hypothesis 2: Foreign banks in the Czech Republic operate procyclically.

The assumption has been made that the home country conditions influ

ence the lending patterns of the foreign banks in the Czech Republic. As 

several studies mentioned in the Subsection 1.7 suggest, during the period of 

crisis, the impact of the parent banks might become even more constraining 

for the subsidiary. This statement will be investigated in the third hypo

thesis, evaluating the impact of the financial crisis between 2008 and 2009.

Hypothesis 3: During a global financial crisis, the growth of the home 

country GDP growth matters more than in ’’tranquil” times. Therefore, the 

Czech economy is especially prone to economic shock transmission during 

these periods.

It has been argued that foreign banks are often too large and have too 

little information about the local environment that they might be reluctant 

to provide loans especially to small and medium enterprises because they 

consider them opaque. Behr et al. (2017) document an increased sensitivity 

of savings banks’ SME lending to the GDP growth in Germany. It might be 

claimed that in case of worsened economic conditions, foreign banks reduce 

corporate lending (especially to smaller firms) more than the other types of 

lending, given that these loans fall into the category ’’opaque” for them.

Hypothesis f: Foreign banks in the Czech Republic operate more procyc

lically for corporate loans than for housing and consumer loans.
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3 Data Description and Econometric Framework

The dataset used consists of panel data for all banks operating in the Czech 

Republic during the period between 2003 and 2017.

3.1 Data Source

In order to obtain the data for GDP growth, the OECD8 database is used. 

It presents detailed figures on real GDP, which are reported on quarterly 

basis and regularly updated to account for all new information available. 

However convenient, the database does not include all the countries I need 

and the data on several countries do not cover the periods necessary for the 

analysis. Since the unavailable data play only a marginal role for this thesis’ 

purposes and no other reliable source of data with a similar quality is found, 

I decide to drop them9.

The data for the banks are obtained from the internal database of the 

Czech National Bank. Some of them (such as the total assets) are publicly 

available in the banks’ annual reports, nevertheless, the internal database 

contains quarterly data and also information that not all the banks pub

lish and may in some cases be regarded as confidential (e.g. loans to the 

particular client segments). On the one hand, it makes the dataset unique 

and allows for a finer perception of the business cycles and therefore a more 

detailed analysis, on the other hand, it presents several restrictions as far as 

the presentation of the output is concerned10.

3.2 Ownership Determining - Methodology

The key issue for the further analysis is the methodology of determining the 

bank ownership. First, from the theoretical point of view, it helps quantify 

the importance of the foreign bank ownership for the Czech banking sector
8OECD stands for the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development.
9GDP data for Malaysia Q1 2003 - Q3 2007 (1C Banka), China Q1 2003 - Q4 2010 (HSBC Bank)

and Russia Q4 2017 (Sberbank CZ and Expobank CZ) are missing.
10The analysis of the data was carried out on the premises of the Czech National Bank with the

regression results tables as the output. Because of the confidentiality of the part of the data, the majority 

of the descriptive statistics shown in the thesis focus on aggregated data only.
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and allows for the results to be put in a broader context. Second, as far as 

the analysis is concerned, it is necessary to match the foreign banks with 

their respective home countries.

It has been mentioned in Subsection 1.1 that in the literature on related 

issues, a foreign bank is mostly referred to as a bank of which 50% of the 

shares are owned by foreign residents. CNB11 then characterizes a foreign 

bank affiliate as an organisational entity of a foreign bank that is entered in 

the register of companies, constitutes a part of the foreign bank and runs 

banking activities12.

Indeed, I try to differ in the methodology from these criteria as little 

as possible. However, during the research into the ownership structures of 

all the banks in the dataset, it was revealed that there are several cases 

when neither of the above mentioned approaches can be applied directly or 

I believe its straightforward application would contradict the purpose of this 

thesis and negatively influence the results.

First, there are several building societies, whose parent institutions are 

legal persons registered in the Czech register of companies. These legal 

persons are major banks operating in the Czech Republic, which are included 

in the dataset themselves and are labelled as foreign banks. Since the aim of 

this thesis is to investigate the true impact of ownership, I believe it is better 

to move one level higher in the ownership structure and label the building 

societies as foreign institutions, too.

Second, the dataset contains a small number of banks whose true owner 

I consider to differ from the one implied by legal conditions (headquarters 

etc.). An example might be PPF Bank or Air Bank, both of which belong to 

the PPF Group residing in the Netherlands. However, since the owner and 

the key decision maker in the holding is a Czech businessman and both banks
11 CNB stands for the Czech National Bank.
12 According to the CNB, a, foreign bank is a credit institution whose headquarters is located outside the 

Czech Republic. Foreign banks from outside the EU can operate in the Czech Republic only if they have 
been granted the banking licence. Foreign banks from the EU can run their activities only if they follow 
the process set by the European law. Their operations are subject to their home country supervision and 
to a limited extent also to the supervision of the Czech National Bank as the host country regulatory 
body, https://www.cnb.ez/cs/obecne/slovnik/p.html
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are active almost exclusively in the Czech Republic, I decide to consider both 

these banks to be Czech. A similar approach, i.e. the effort to determine 

the true ownership related to the decision making process, might have been 

used several times, refer to Table 6 on page 52 in the Appendix for more 

information.

Third, Moneta Money Bank is now publicly traded and the mere 50% 

ownership criterion is insufficient in its case. Since the previous owner was a 

U.S. based institution and there are large American funds among the leading 

shareholders, I was considering labelling the bank as a U.S. bank. However, 

since it is traded at the Prague Stock Exchange and operating only locally, 

I decide to consider Moneta to be a Czech bank.

Figure 1: Number of Czech banks and total banks in the Czech Republic

Czech Banks -*-Total Banks

Source: Author’s computations

Figure 1 presents the development of the number of banks in the Czech 

Republic. One can observe that the sector is growing in terms of subjects 

operating in the country: The total number of banks increased by 60% over 

the period between the years 2003 and 2017. Moreover, the growth has been 

more or less stable with no major spikes. The ratio of the Czech banks to
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the total banks in the country13 does not seem to have followed any pattern, 

however, since there are considerable differences in the bank size, with the 

key players in the market being almost exclusively the foreign banks, the 

importance of such a ratio is not exceptionally high.

Figure 2: Foreign bank assets and Czech bank assets

80% 
01/01/2003 01/01/2006 01/01/2009 01/01/2012 01/01/2015 01/01/2018

I Foreign Bank Assets Czech Bank Assets

Source: Author’s computations

What is more interesting is the Figure 2 showing the percentage of the 

total banking assets attributed to the foreign and the Czech banks. The 

chart confirms what has been implied about the Czech banking system 

earlier: It is strongly dominated by foreign banks, which currently account 

for around 90% of the total banking assets. The trend over the period from 

2003 to 2017 is a slight growth of the Czech banks in terms of assets relative 

to the market. Observing the chart, one can divide the development into 

three periods. Between the years 2003 and 2010, the share of the foreign 

bank assets remained stable between 94 and 96 percent. After the crisis, 

the Czech banks gained about 4% in the market share. Apart from the 

fact that the local players might have outpaced their foreign peers in terms

of the asset growth, the increase might be also partially attributed to the 
13The figures reflect the methodology of determining ownership presented above.
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establishment of new Czech banks, especially Fio Banka and Air Bank. It 

remains unclear whether any results of the financial crisis might have influ

enced the asset growths of Czech and foreign banks differently - this issue 

is going to be discussed further in the thesis. One can observe that since 

2013, the percentage of the foreign bank assets remained between 88 and 

90%. However, this time with a significantly higher volatility than in the 

earlier periods.

Figure 3: Home countries of foreign banks (Q1 2003 and Q4 2017 comparison)

Figure 3 illustrates the diversity of the home countries associated with the 

foreign banks in the Czech Republic. As suggested earlier, countries from 

Western Europe are among the leaders in terms of the number of banks, 

with Austria being the home country for 9 banks throughout the studied 

period.

The banking sector in the Czech Republic is growing also in terms of 

total assets. The total amount of the bank assets nearly tripled over the 

studied period, reaching CZK 7 trillion in 2017. One can observe the sharp 

increase between Q4 2016 and Q1 2017: Over a mere quarter, the total assets 

increased by more than 18%, or CZK 1 trillion. It was a result of the expected 

end of the CNB’s interventions against the Czech crown. Mostly the parent 

institutions of the foreign banks deposited relatively large amounts of money 

at their subsidiary banks, awaiting the appreciation of the deposits.
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Figure 4: Growth of the banking sector in the Czech Republic in terms of total assets

Source: CNB database
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3.3 Descriptive Statistics

In total, there were 45 banks operating in the Czech Republic during at 

least one quarter of the period between Q1 2003 and Q4 2017. I denote the 

identification index of every bank i, meaning i = 1,...,45. t characterizes 

the quarterly time dimension of the data, for 15 years, it takes the values of 

t = 1, ...,60. The panel is unbalanced since several institutions opened their 

affiliates only recently14.

This subsection provides several comments on the descriptive statistics of 

the data used for the analysis. It is especially relevant since, as noted earlier, 

the dataset covers all the banking institutions in the Czech Republic.

Figure 5: Loan growth of banks in the Czech Republic (average over all banks, weighted 

by volume)

--------Total Loan Growth ------- Housing Loan Growth

--------Consumer Loan Growth ------- Corporate Loan Growth

Source: CNB database

Loan Growth tends to reach extreme values. For instance, the maximum 

consumer loan growth reported by a foreign bank in the studied period was 

630%. Other types of loans may exceptionally show similar characterist-
14Banks from third-countries (countries that are not members of the EU, excluding Iceland, Lichten

stein, Norway and Switzerland) are subject to regulatory reporting in the Czech Republic, but they keep 
may the capital in their home country.
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ics. Such values may result from the fact that a bank decides to expand 

its product portfolio, starts targeting a new client segment or improves its 

position within the market soon after it has been established. Indeed, since 

standard deviations are affected, it makes the research slightly more difficult. 

However, I consider the source of the dataset very reliable. Apart from that, 

these values may cover relevant information and thus remain in the dataset. 

At the same time, techniques as robust as possible are used for the analysis. 

The value of -1 is explained by the fact that a bank ceased to provide a 

certain loan product in some quarter. Foreign banks exhibit stable values, 

with the average growth of the particular types of loans reaching lower units 

of percent. Czech banks, on the other hand, are more volatile: Extreme 

values drive the mean values and the standard deviations up. Once again, 

however, I believe these results are not erroneous: Several Czech banks, es

pecially those with the state involvement, are known for providing relatively 

large amounts of loans on a more discrete basis.

I have already mentioned the fact that the key players in the Czech market 

are foreign enterprises. The summary statistics provide convincing evidence: 

Apart from the fact that the mean size is higher for the foreign banks, there 

are significant differences to be observed in terms of the maximum market 

shares. During no quarter in the studied period did a Czech bank account for 

more than 3.6% of the market, whereas the largest market share possessed 

by a foreign bank is about 23%.

In terms of capitalization, there seem to be no economically significant 

differences between the home and the foreign banks: A bank’s equity gener

ally constitutes about 8.5% of the assets15. The foreign banks in the Czech
15 Clearly, these values are strongly influenced by what the bank reports as its equity to the Czech 

National Bank. As mentioned earlier, affiliates from the third-countries may keep their capital abroad, 
which may result in them reporting to the database only for example its accumulated loss or profit as 
the equity. Indeed, the 0% values seem neither plausible nor legal given the regulatory requirements, and 
a value close to 100% is not very reliable either. However, these numbers do state something about the 
bank’s capital position, and as a whole, the mean E/A ratio of around 8.5% does not seem to present 
any major difficulty.
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Republic have on average 6.75% NPL16 ratio, the Czech banks generally 

exhibit considerably higher shares of non-performing loans. Once again, it 

is likely a result of the state banks providing funding for not very feasible 

projects. Financial health values are volatile, nevertheless, the mean reaches 

1.75.

Table 2: Correlation: Czech banks* Table 3: Correlation: Foreign banks*

size capital risk health size capital risk health

size 1.0000 size 1.0000

capital
0.1602

(0.0199)
1.000 capital

0.0482

(0.0693)
1.000

risk
0.3065 0.0557

1.0000 risk
-0.0086 0.2361

1.0000
(0.0000) (0.4206) (0.7458) (0.0000)

health
-0.0064 0.0446 0.4932

1.0000 health
-0.0957 0.1749 0.5134

1.0000
(0.9260) (0.5192) (0.0000) (0.0003) (0.0000) (0.0000)

*P-values in parentheses

Surprisingly, there is a significant (yet not economically large) positive 

correlation between the size of the Czech banks and their capital and risk, 

respectively. A possible explanation for this may be the presence of the 

state banks. As expected, banks mostly cannot compensate the significant 

portion of non-performing loans by higher revenues, regardless of their own

ership. Larger foreign banks are on average more capitalized and financially 

healthier, the positive correlation between the ratio of capital and risk is 

likely influenced by regulatory requirements.

The Czech GDP growth is indeed positively correlated with the GDP 

growth of the home countries. The correlation coefficient is slightly lower 

than 0.5. I assume this is not an extreme correlation and likely a result of 

the diverse structure of the home countries. At the same time, the correla

tion of both the Czech and the home country GDP growth with the variable

crisis capturing the ’’emergency mode” is negative and around -0.4.
16A non-performing loan is a loan in default or close to default. The term after which the loan is 

considered to be non-performing generally differs. The European Central Bank suggests 90 days, but the 

period can depend on the contract terms, https://www.bankingsupervision.europa.eu/ecb/pub/pdf/ 

guidance_on_npl.en.pdf
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Figure 6: Real GDP growth (Czech Republic and important home countries of foreign 

banks)

3%

01/01/2003 01/01/2006 01/01/2009 01/01/2012 01/01/2015 01/01/2018

--------Austria --------Belgium --------Czech Republic — France

--------Italy --------USA --------Germany

For most of the countries, the pairwise correlation coefficient is between 0.6 and 0.7: The highest 

correlation is found with the Netherlands, on the other hand, a slightly negative correlation is 

revealed with China.

Source: OECD Database

Table 4: GDP Correlation*

czechgdp homegdp crisis

czechdgp 1.0000

0.4992
homegdp

(0.0000)
1.0000

-0.5371 -0.4029
crisis 1.0000

(0.0000) 0.0000

*P-values in parentheses
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3.4 Model

This subsection introduces the model used. The expected properties of the 

variables are explained and a brief justification of the choice of variables is 

provided.

In order to be able to test the formulated hypotheses together and com

pare the results, I adapt the approach suggested by Haas and van Lelyveld 

(2006) and estimate the following core model:

Loan Growths = (y.+f3X.lt+yZ.li_}+hLoan Growthit +eD+ pt +£u- (1)

X stands for the set of macroeconomic variables:

X = (Czech GDP Growth, Home GDP Growth, Crisis, Crisis * Home

GDP Growth').

Z labels the set of bank-specific variables17:

Z = (Size, Capitalization, Risk, Financial Health).

D is a set of dummy variables for quarters18. As it is typical for panel mod

els, pi includes bank-specific effects that do not vary over time, whereas eit 

captures random time-varying components of the error term.

Loan Growthit =
Total Loansu — Total LoanSi^-\

Total Loansit-t

Loan Growthit is the change of bank i’s total loans between quarter t — 1 

and quarter i19. The aim of this thesis is to investigate the shock transmis

sion and cyclicality issues, and the loan growth is generally considered to 

be a good way to measure banks’ influence on the economy. When banks

slow down the loan growth or even decrease the amount of credit provided,
17Performance ratios are computed at the end of the quarter. Therefore, to avoid simultaneity issues, 

their first lag is used.
18The time dummies are incorporated to control for possible seasonality issues during the year. The 

fourth dummy is dropped due to a perfect collinearity. The coefficients for these dummies are not reported 

in the regression tables.
19For the purpose of the model, the growth variables are detrended. The bank performance variables 

enter the model in form of ratios.
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agents in the economy have their access to funds restricted, which dampens 

consumption and investment and thereby worsens recessions. The same 

mechanism holds for an increased loan growth. The detailed dataset enables 

a further division of the total loans into multiple categories: Corporate loans, 

consumer loans and housing loans20.

Taking the different types of the loans as the dependent variables allows to 

test the Hypothesis 4, which states that foreign banks operate more procyc- 

lically for corporate loans than for housing and consumer loans. Therefore, I 

expect the coefficient of Czech GDP Growth to be significantly larger when 

Corporate Loan Growth is set as the dependent variable than in the other 

cases of regressands.

Czech GDP Growth^ =
Czech GDPt — Czech GDP^ 

Czech GDPt_x

I consider the Czech GDP Growth^ to be the variable representing the 

development of the economic conditions in the Czech Republic, this approach 

is common among similar studies (e.g. Haas and Lelyveld (2014)). It is 

computed as the change of the real GDP between quarter t — 1 and quarter 

t. The Czech GDP growth also represents the attractiveness of increasing 

the credit supply in the country. Indeed, this variable is only a rough proxy 

for the credit demand, in order control for it fully, I would for example have 

to match the banks with their particular clients, which the data do not allow 

to do. I therefore assume that the heterogeneity in the credit demand across 

the market segments is orthogonal to the other explanatory variables. The 

Hypothesis 2 suggests that the foreign banks in the Czech Republic operate 

procyclically, therefore, f3czechgdp > 0 is expected.

Home GDP Growth^ =
Home GDPu — Home GDP,,j_\ 

Home GDPij-i

The Home GDP Growthu represents the economic development in the home 
20The three categories are not exhaustive, for example loans to municipalities or to other financial

institutions are not included.
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country of bank i, being computed as the change of the real GDP between 

quarter t — 1 and quarter i.21 It is the main variable symbolizing the business 

cycles whose impact on the system in the Czech Republic is investigated. To 

test the Hypothesis 3, I further add a dummy variable Crisis, which is equal 

to 1 in the period between 3Q 2008 and 4Q 2009 and 0 otherwise22. I incor

porate also its interaction with the Home GDP Growth^23. The hypothesis 

predicts the interaction term to be statistically significant. It has been stated 

in the Hypothesis 1 that economic shocks can be transmitted through for

eign banks because the home country economic conditions influence the loan 

growth. Therefore, I expect f3hornegdp significant, specifically Phornegdp > 0. 

Moreover, it is interesting to examine whether flhomegdp > Pczechgdp to com

pare the effects of the host and the home country GDP growth on the banks’ 

lending.

In addition, I control for several characteristics of the particular banks.

. Assetsu
jizeu — ------—

/ . Assets^
i

The variable Sizea represents bank Ps assets in quarter t divided by the 

total assets of the banking sector in that quarter, i.e. the market share. 

There might be differences in how institutions with major and small market 

shares react to the economic development, regardless of their ownership. It 

is therefore convenient to control for the bank size. Besides, the variable cap

tures the too big to fail status, meaning that very large banks or subsidiaries21 To test the sensitivity of the analysis, I add further lags of the variable into the regression equation.22 The exact selection of the quarters to represent the crisis is based on the analysis of the economic development of the major economies in the world (where most of the large banks are based), as well as the important events which contributed to influencing the overall atmosphere in the financial sector. I believe that on average, these were the periods during which banks might have felt the need to changethe way they normally operate, i.e. they were in a certain ’’emergency mode”.23An alternative approach suggested in several relevant studies is to divide the time period into three sub-terms: Crisis and the periods before and after it. I believe the interaction term represents a better solution in this case since it allows for a more straightforward interpretation the results.
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may receive a different treatment from the government or their parent24.

Capitalization  ̂= Equityu
Assetsit

I also control for Capitalization^, which is measured as the ratio of bank 

f’s equity in quarter t to bank i’s assets in the same quarter. Banks with a 

higher capitalization may be more risk-averse and increase their credit supply 

less than under-capitalized banks, which might want to engage in more and 

riskier loan provisions. On the other hand, Haas and Lelyveld (2014) argue 

that a high solvency and capitalization is a sign of the fact that the bank is 

not too capital constrained. In such a case, the bank would be less sensitive 

to external shocks than its less solvent peers and it may increase its credit 

supply relatively more. Besides, for the regulatory reasons, the possibility 

to provide additional loans indeed requires more capital to be available. The 

sign of the coefficient of this variable therefore cannot be predicted very well.

Risku =
NPLit

Total Loansit

Moreover, Risku is incorporated into the equation as the percentage of non

performing loans of bank i in quarter t among the total loans provided by 

the bank in that quarter. A positive coefficient of this variable is expected: 

Banks with a significant portion of non-performing loans might evince higher 

loan growths since they are willing to engage in riskier operations.

Financial Healthy =
NIRit

Mihaljek et al. (2010) claim that during the recent economic crisis, hnan-
24In the literature, the variable capturing the bank’s size often takes the form of the natural logarithm 

of the bank’s total assets (refer for example to Claessens and Van Horen (2011)). Nevertheless, I believe 
that the absolute value of total assets might not be ideal since it does not takes into account the bank’s 
position within the market. Moreover, the relative measure we use corresponds to the other variables 
being in ratios and does not require to be adjusted for inflation.
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cial health of the bank was often more important than ownership, because 

healthy subsidiaries received a different treatment from their parent institu

tions than subsidiaries in trouble. To be sure to control for this issue, the 

variable Financial Healths is incorporated. It takes the form of the ratio of 

loan loss provisions25 to net interest revenue of bank i in quarter t. In a well

functioning bank, the ratio should be as low as possible. Its increase reflects 

the fact that the higher credit risk is not compensated enough by higher 

interest margins. A negative coefficient of this variable might be expected 

since the weaker the bank gets, the lower should be its credit growth26.

In order to fully control for the fact that there are in total five building 

societies among the banks studied, I incorporate the variable buildsoc, which 

is a dummy variable indicating the building societies. In the comparative 

regression run for the whole sample (both Czech and foreign banks), foreign 

denotes a dummy variable labelling foreign banks. Besides, since the envir

onment is highly dynamic, the hrst lag of the dependent variable is added 

into the equation. The dynamics of the system from the econometric point 

of view is discussed in the following subsection.

3.5 Estimation Methodology

When analysing panel data, a common approach to handle the unobserved 

heterogeneity is to use a demeaning transformation. This process is known 

as the hrst differencing and underlies the family of estimators developed for 

(dynamic) panel data analysis. However, since the environment is rather dy

namic (past loan growth values may have some information about the current 

loan growth), the lagged dependent variable is used as one of the regressors 

in equation 1. Apart from the fact that it gives rise to autocorrelation, it 

results in correlation between the error term and the independent variable:25Loan Loss Provisions (LLP) is an amount of money the bank sets aside as an allowance for bad loans (customer defaults etc.).26Dages et al. (2000) emphasize the importance of the parent bank’s financial health. Initially, it was planned to incorporate this variable also for the parent bank to test this claim. However, the data for the the foreign banks abroad were not available in the quality necessary for the analysis.
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The lags used in the demeaning symmetrically correlate with the demeaned 

error terms. The mentioned issue may result in a bias in coefficients, some

times referred to as the Nickell bias, which is especially noticeable in case of 

relatively limited time dimensions (Nickell, 1981).

3.5.1 Fixed Effects

Contrary to the majority of studies on the topic of foreign bank ownership, 

this thesis works with quarterly data. Therefore, for the main analysis, the 

maximum time dimension T=60 can be reasonably considered long enough 

relative to the maximum number of foreign subjects N=36 to conclude that 

the Nickell bias is negligible27 (Nickell, 1981).

Therefore, for the main analysis performed on quarterly data, I employ 

the fixed effects method, an approach also frequently used in similar types of 

studies (refer for example to Haas and Lely veld (2014)). This method allows 

for an arbitrary correlation between the bank fixed effects and the independ

ent variables. In order to check whether this is a more plausible assumption 

than no correlation at all, which the random effects method requires, I per

form the Hausman test28. As mentioned above, a correlation between the 

independent variables and the fixed effects and therefore a strong rejection 

of the random effects assumption is expected.

3.5.2 System GMM Estimator

As a sensitivity analysis and in order to be able to better compare the 

results with the outcomes of previous pieces of work, I run the main regres

sion also for yearly data. In this case, the time dimension is limited and27Indeed, there is a certain degree of arbitrariness in determining what time dimension is long enough to ignore the possible dynamic bias. However, the time dimension of 60 quarters seems to be higher than the dimensions of studies which for which the employment of the System GMM estimator is recommended (Nickell, 1981).28 In case of the unbalanced panel, the attrition would normally have to be taken into account as some unobserved factors related to economic performance of the bank may actually lead to the bank leaving the sample. However, fixed effects analysis does allow attrition to be correlated with the unobserved effect and moreover it is found that no bank actually completely left the sample during the investigated period, banks only transferred ownership to one another.
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a non-negligible Nickell bias can therefore be expected. Consequently, it is 

necessary to employ a more robust technique.

When dealing with the issues related to the Nickell bias, Arellano and 

Bond (1991) proposed estimating a differenced equation (equation 2 in my 

setting), using the level variables as the instruments.

ALoan Growths = /3XXit + 'yXZiít_1 + óXLoan Growthi^ + eXD + Xeit.

(2)

This method is known as the difference GMM estimator. Lagged levels, 

however, often proved to be quite poor instruments. Therefore, elaborating 

on the work of Arellano and Bover (1995), Blundell and Bond (1998) added 

also the level equation (the initial equation 1) to be estimated. This extended 

system of equations (the level and the differenced one, equations 1 and 2) 

allows for additional instruments to be used and is commonly referred to as 

the system GMM estimator. Essentially, this approach uses both the level 

and the differenced equation while generating numerous instruments in the 

form of lagged both independent and dependent variables.

In line with for example Wu et al. (2016) or Pruteanu-Podpiera et al. 

(2008), I use the system GMM estimator as the supplementary estimation 

methodology for the analysis performed on yearly data2930. Moreover, as 

a robustness improvement, Windineijer’s finite sample correction is added. 

This approach is very common among similar studies. Its main advantage 

is the fact that it adjusts the covariance weight matrix for the finite sample 

and significantly reduces the downward bias in the standard errors, which is 

often a severe problem for GMM estimations with rather small sample sizes 

(Windmeijer, 2005).

System GMM estimators are known to be sensitive to the data analysed. 

Two tests are performed to determine whether the dynamic GMM estima

tions are valid. To check the validity of the instruments, I use the Hansen J
29The econometric notion underlying both the difference and the system GMM estimator is described 

in the Appendix.
30Roodman et al. (2006) comprehensively present practical advice on how to employ it via the Stata 

module xtabond2 written by them.
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test for over-identifying restrictions. The null hypothesis in this case states 

that the instruments are exogenous, therefore, its non-rejection means the 

model is supported31. The Arellano-Bond test for the autocorrelation of the 

errors is reported, too. Under the null hypothesis, there is no autocorrela

tion in the differenced residuals. Specifically, I check for the second-order 

autocorrelation (as the estimator itself is in hrst differences, the first-order 

autocorrelation is expected and indeed does not mean inconsistent estim

ates).

31 There seems to be an ongoing discussion about what the ’’right” interval for the Hansen test statistic is. Roodman (2007) warn about the implausibly good values approaching 1, which may in fact be a negative sign. In essence, the Hansen statistic is extremely important since it is the instruments what defines the quality of this method.
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Table 5: Regression Results

(1)

loans

L.loans 0.0949***

(0.0272)

czechgdp 1.622***

(0.371)

homegdp 0.202

(0.621)

L.size 0.296

(0.359)

L. capital 0.244***

(0.0743)

L.risk 0.0951

(0.0701)

L.health -0.00180

(0.00739)

crisis 0.001739

(0.0102)

crisis*homegdp -2.718***

(0.828)

buildsoc* homegdp 0.652

(0.914)

_cons -0.0146

(0.0175)

N 1342

Standard errors in parentheses 

* p< 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01 

Coefficients for quarter dummies not reported
The chi2 statistic for the Hausman test is 431.82, leading to a p-value 0.0000. Therefore, fixed 
effects are strongly preferred over random effects, whose assumption is violated.
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4 Outcome Interpretation

One can observe that the analysis leads to unexpected results especially in 

terms of the Hypothesis 1. The variable homegdp does have a positive coef

ficient, however, since the standard error is considerably high in this case, 

the influence can be interpreted as insignificant at any reasonable confid

ence level. Therefore, the hrst hypothesis is rejected. It means that the 

foreign banks in the Czech Republic do not seem to follow their home coun

tries’ business cycles through their lending activities32. This result might be 

explained by the fact that the main foreign banks are already established 

institutions, which contributed to the post-transition development of the 

Czech banking system. The key foreign institutions are mostly no greenfield 

enterprises very significantly exposed to their parent banks’ influence.

On the other hand, however, the interaction crisis*homegdp has a p-value 

of 0.001. Consequently, I can conclude that the variable is negative and dif

ferent from zero at any reasonable significance level. Indeed, this results in 

a non-rejection of the Hypothesis 3 claiming that during the global finan

cial crisis, the GDP growth matters more than during ’’tranquil” times33. 

Between Q3 2008 and Q4 2009, when the home country GDP growth in

creased by 0.01, the foreign bank’s loan growth decreased by 0.027, keeping 

other factors fixed. One can explain this outcome by the fact that large for

eign institutions started to seek attractive opportunities abroad after their 

home countries had been hit by the crisis.

The previously mentioned pieces of information might be relevant for the 

policy makers in the Czech Republic, because, as it has been discussed, for

eign banks are often perceived as a possible challenge for the stability of
32The inclusion of homegdp of the period t was based on the approach used in similar studies. However, 

should the relations within the banking group be inefficient and based on more discrete decisions, one 

could expect a certain lag between the change of the home country GDP growth and the change of the 

foreign bank loan growth. To investigate this issue and as a sensitivity check, I include the variable 

homegdp up to its second lag (i.e. a half-year lag). The insignificance remained unchanged. Results of 

these regressions are not reported for the sake of brevity.
33The coefficient of the homegdp was expected to be positive since a positive push factor was anticipated 

in Hypothesis 1. However, the third hypothesis is in fact related to the first one, stating that the impact 

of the home country GDP growth is strengthened, regardless of its direction.
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the system. According to the results, in tranquil times, the Czech banking 

system is in fact stable and not very influenced by the development abroad 

through the foreign banks’ lending. Minor recessions do not seem to be 

transmitted to the Czech Republic and the strong presence of foreign banks 

thus seems not to pose a significant risk in general. However, during severe 

recessions, as for example between the years 2008 and 2009, I reveal that 

the situation changes substantially. Foreign banks adjust their lending pat

terns and their loan supply in the Czech Republic becomes affected by the 

GDP growth in their home countries. As a result, this conclusion provides 

additional evidence for the claim oftentimes mentioned in the Subsection 

1.7: Lending patterns of the foreign banks should be analysed separately for 

minor downturns and periods of global crises.

The coefficient of the variable czechgdp is positive. Its low p-value of 

0.0000 means that the variable is significant at any reasonable significance 

level. Therefore, ceteris paribus on a quarterly basis, when the Czech GDP 

growth increases by 0.01, the loan growth of the foreign banks operating 

in the Czech Republic increases by 0.016. The magnitude of the coefficient 

seems to be neither economically negligible nor extremely high. For the 

analysis it means that I cannot reject the Hypothesis 2 stating that foreign 

banks in the Czech Republic operate procyclically. The non-rejection has 

two major implications.

First, the outcome is interesting, since the sign of the pull factor of the 

foreign banks differs from country to country. It is often argued that parent 

banks provide a support to their subsidiaries and foreign banks thus might 

have been expected to only be weakly sensitive to the Czech GDP growth 

or even operate countercyclically. The result seems to reject this theory and 

favour the view of foreign banks being investors with multiple opportun

ities and allocating capital to their subsidiaries according to the economic 

development in the particular host countries.

Second, it may be argued that the increased GDP growth influences the 

credit risk and as such should have a positive impact on the credit supply of
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all, banks regardless of their ownership. Interestingly, this claim is found in

valid by the supplementary regression run for the whole sample (both Czech 

and foreign banks). The Czech banks in the Czech Republic in fact oper

ate countercyclically and the foreign banks drive the overall procyclicality 

of the system. It should be emphasized, however, that the Czech banks in 

the Czech Republic constitute an extreme population: There are two state 

banks, several banks with a strong corporate clientele and a few strongly 

progressive, yet only recently established banks. I suspect the countercyc- 

licality is thus likely influenced by this specific structure.

The Hypothesis 4 promoting the ’’opacity” of the corporate loans for the 

foreign banks is rejected. Interestingly, the only type of loans for which the 

foreign banks do not operate procyclically at a reasonable significance level 

is the credit provided to companies. The rejection of my hypothesis may 

stem from the fact that in the variable corporate, loans to firms of all sizes 

are bundled, since the dataset does not allow a further decomposition. A 

more convincing result might thus be reached if additional data are available. 

Nevertheless, one can observe that during the global financial crisis, corpor

ate loans growth was also subject to a strong influence of the home country 

conditions. Apart from that, health of the foreign bank is a significant factor 

determining its corporate loan growth.

One of the bank-specific control variables is found significant at the 0.01 

significance level: Capital. Keeping other factors constant, on average, when 

the foreign bank increases its equity to assets ratio by one percentage point, 

its loan growth increases by more than 0.0024. Although the magnitude 

of the influence is rather small, the result confirms the finding of Haas and 

Lelyveld (2014) who claims that less capital constrained banks increase their 

credit supply relatively more. Indeed, the result is likely related to the 

regulatory requirements, too, as mentioned earlier. Additionally, building 

societies do not react to the home country conditions differently than the 

other banks.

In order to try and handle the potential seasonality issues, time dummies
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were incorporated into the regression. Apart from that, the result might 

be compared to the outcome of the supplementary regression, in which all 

the variables are transformed to show the yearly growth. The results differ 

slightly34, yet a similar conclusion is reached in terms of the two key issues: 

Significance of the Czech GDP growth and insignificance of the home country 

GDP growth. Indeed, one can observe some discrepancies regarding the 

capitalization of the banks, which may be related to regulatory reporting 

issues. However, the seasonality of bank lending is a complex topic itself, 

and it is beyond the scope of this thesis to investigate it. Therefore, this 

theme is left for further research.

As mentioned earlier, a straightforward overall comparison of the results 

with the outcomes of previous academic papers is not entirely possible: Only 

a small number of studies have focused on a single country while analysing 

both the cyclicality issues and shock transmission. Nevertheless, the results 

seem to be in line with the findings of Jeanneau and Micu (2002), who 

claim that real GDP cycles in emerging economies significantly influence 

the lending of banks from Euro area, while the impact of the Euro area 

business cycles is insignificant. Being able to analyse the data for the global 

financial crisis between 2008 and 2009, I can add that during the severe 

downturn, the foreign banks did transmit the business cycles of their home 

countries to the Czech Republic . Moreover, Jeanneau and Micu (2002) show 

that there are obviously numerous additional push and pull factors of large 

significance, which justifies the fact that only a limited part of the variation 

in the dependent variables was explained by the models used in this thesis.

34As noted earlier, the system GMM estimator is employed as the supplementary method for this 

analysis.
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Conclusion

The thesis stresses the importance of the foreign banks for the Czech banking 

system: It is shown that during the period between the years 2003 and 2017, 

the foreign banks controlled 90% to 96% of the total banking assets in the 

country and the structure of the home countries is diverse. Further analysis 

leads to some interesting findings about the operations of the foreign banks.

First, the foreign banks in the Czech Republic operate procyclically. On 

average, an increase of 0.01 in the Czech GDP growth is associated with an 

increase of 0.016 in the loan growth of the foreign banks. On the other hand, 

operations of the Czech banks are revealed to be countercyclical, which is, 

however, likely influenced by the fact that they are in most cases not typical 

retail banks. Contrary to the expectations, foreign banks do not show a 

higher degree of procyclicality for corporate loans than for consumer and 

housing loans.

Second, it is revealed that out of the several bank characteristics, it is the 

capital position of the foreign bank which significantly influences the bank’s 

loan growth. An increase of 0.01 in the equity-to-assets ratio is associated 

with an 0.0024 increase in the loan growth.

Third, and perhaps most importantly, the foreign banks’ lending patterns 

do not seem to be influenced by the economic development in the banks’ 

home countries in tranquil times: No significant relation between the GDP 

growth of the foreign banks’ home countries and the foreign banks’ loan 

supply in the Czech Republic is found. This trend, however, changed during 

the global financial crisis between 2008 and 2009, when the home country 

conditions had a significant impact on the loan growth of the foreign banks.

To conclude, the Czech banking system can be regarded as stable, yet the 

foreign bank ownership may pose a challenge during periods of extremely 

worsened conditions.

Indeed, the used methodology of determining ownership might be ques

tioned in some cases. Therefore, it might be interesting to conduct a similar 

research using a slightly different approach (e.g. the one used by the Interna-
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tional Monetary Fund or a purely legal-based one) to test the sensitivity of 

the results. Furthermore, very few other papers focusing on a single country, 

and using detailed data have been published. Performing similar analyses of 

other post-transition banking systems with a strong foreign bank presence 

should thus be a fruitful area for future research.
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Appendix

Difference and System GMM Estimators

Consider the following regression equation which has the properties outlined 

in the subsection 3.5.

Vit — c^yi,t-i + fiXit + //j + £it. (3)

X represents the set of explanatory variables, /z, includes the bank-specific 

effects and £it is the time-varying component of the error term.

The hrst differences are taken in order to eliminate the time-invariant 

(bank-specific) effects:

Vit — Ui,t-i = offyi,t-i — yi,t-2) + P(Xit — Xi,t_i) + (4)

Using the matrix notation, the previous equation can be simplified into 

the following:

Az/ = Abb + Ac. (5)

In the GMM settings, the estimator then takes the form:35

/3 = (AIU'Z(Z'QZ)-1Z'AIU)-1AIU'Z(Z'QZ)-1Z'Ay. (6)

Arellano and Bond (1991) use the following conditions to construct the 

weight matrix Z:

E[yijt_sffit - £i,f-i)] = 0 /or s > 2, t = 3,..., T. (7)

E[Xijt_sffit - £i,i_i)] = 0 /or s > 2, i = 3,..., T. (8)

These assumptions state that the error term is not serially correlated36 

and the regressors are uncorrelated with the future realizations of the error 

term. The estimator based on these conditions is referred to as the differ

ence GMM estimator. As mentioned earlier, however, Arellano and Bover35The construction of the Q matrix is different for the one-step and for the two-step Arellano-Bond estimator and is not discussed in detail in this study. It should only be emphasized that after Windmeijer (2005) has introduced the method of reducing the downward bias for the two-step method, only two-step results are often reported.36The correlation is tested and influences the choice of the ’’depth” of the lags used as the instruments.
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(1995) and Blundell and Bond (1998) show that lagged levels were often only 

weak instruments for the equation in differences. They introduce additional 

conditions, claiming that there is no correlation between the differences of 

these variables and the bank-specific effects.

S[(í/í,í-i - + £it)] = 0 for T = 3,..., T (9)

^[(X^t-i — Xj;i_2)(//i + £íí)] = 0/or T = 3, ...,T (10)

This approach enables another set of instruments to be used: Lagged 

differences of corresponding variables are used as the instruments for the 

regression in levels. The resulting estimator is known as the system GMM 

estimator.
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Supplementary Content

Table 6: Summary of banks and their respective owners

Bank Since Until Home Country

Česká spořitelna 31/03/2003 31/12/2017 Austria

ČSOB 31/03/2003 31/12/2017 Belgium

Komerční banka 31/03/2003 31/12/2017 Prance

UniCredit Bank 31/03/2003 31/12/2017 Italy

Hypoteční banka 31/03/2003 31/12/2017 Belgium

J&T Banka 31/03/2003 31/12/2017 Czech Republic

MONETA Money Bank 31/03/2003 30/06/2015 USA

30/09/2015 31/12/2017 Czech Republic

PPF banka 31/03/2003 31/12/2017 Czech Republic

Raiffeisenbank 31/03/2003 31/12/2017 Austria

Air Bank 30/09/2011 31/12/2017 Czech Republic

Banka CREDITAS 31/03/2017 31/12/2017 Czech Republic

Česká exportní banka 31/03/2003 31/12/2017 Czech Republic

Cm. záruční a rozvojová banka 31/03/2003 31/12/2017 Czech Republic

Equa bank 31/03/2003 30/09/2007 Malaysia

31/12/2007 30/06/2011 Italy

30/09/2011 31/12/2017 United Kingdom

Expobank CZ 31/03/2003 30/09/2008 Austria

31/12/2008 30/09/2014 Germany

31/12/2014 31/12/2017 Russia

Fio banka 30/06/2010 31/12/2017 Czech Republic

ICBC Limited, Prague Branch 31/12/2017 31/12/2017 China

Sberbank CZ 31/03/2003 31/12/2012 Austria

31/03/2013 31/12/2017 Russia

Wústenrot hypoteční banka 31/03/2003 31/12/2017 Germany

Bank Gutmann 30/09/2011 31/12/2017 Austria

Bank of China 31/03/2016 31/12/2017 China

BNP Paribas Fortis 30/09/2005 31/12/2017 Prance

BNP Paribas Personal Finance S.A. 30/06/2015 31/12/2017 Prance

Citibank Europe 31/03/2003 31/12/2017 USA

COMMERZBANK 31/03/2003 31/12/2017 Germany

Deutsche Bank 31/03/2003 31/12/2017 Germany

HSBC Bank 31/03/2003 31/12/2017 China

ING Bank 31/03/2003 31/12/2017 Netherlands

mBank 30/09/2007 31/12/2017 Germany

MUFG Bank 30/06/2006 31/12/2017 Japan

Oberbank 31/03/2003 31/12/2017 Austria

PKO BP S.A., Czech Branch 30/06/2017 31/12/2017 Poland

Poštová banka 31/03/2010 31/03/2012 Slovakia

30/06/2013 31/12/2017 Czech Republic

PRIVAT BANK 31/03/2005 31/12/2017 Austria
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Saxo Bank A/S 31/12/2009 31/12/2017 DenmarkSumitomo Mitsui Banking Corporation 30/06/2014 31/12/2017 JapanEuropeVolksbank Raiffeisenbank Nordoberpfalz eG 31/03/2003 31/12/2017 Austriapobočka ChebVšeobecná úvěrová banka 31/03/2003 31/12/2017 ItalyWaldviertler Sparkasse 31/03/2003 31/12/2017 AustriaWestern Union 30/06/2013 31/12/2017 USACm. stav. spořitelna 31/03/2003 31/12/2017 BelgiumModrá pyramida stavební spořitelna 31/03/2003 31/12/2017 FranceRaiffeisen stav. spořitelna 31/03/2003 31/12/2017 AustriaStav. spořitelna CS 31/03/2003 31/12/2017 AustriaWústenrot stav. spořitelna 31/03/2003 31/12/2017 Germany
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Table 9: Regression results (both Czech and foreign banks)

(1)

loans

czechgdp -3.570***

(1.193)

L.size 0.523

(0.493)

L. capital -0.0791

(0.0698)

L.risk -0.214***

(0.0423)

L.health 0.00507

(0.0423)

crisis -0.150***

(0.0419)

foreign -0.0289

(0.0566)

foreign*crisis 0.156***

(0.0439)

foreign*czechgdp 4.552***

(1.281)

buildsoc*czechgdp 0.413

(0.881)

L.loans 0.155***

(0.0228)

_cons 0.0499

(0.0523)

N 1594

Standard errors in parentheses 

* p< 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01

Coefficients for quarter dummies not reported 
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Table 10: Regression results (yearly growth)

System GMM

loans

Fixed Effects

loans

L. loans 0.157** 0.258***

(0.0800) (0.0703)

czechgdp 2.013** 1.382***

(1.026) (0.474)

homegdp -0.645 0.977

(2.026) (1.610)

L.size 2.143 0.800

(2.264) (1.205)

L. capital 1.751 -0.555*

(1.077) (0.232)

L.risk 1.664 -0.565

(1.813) (0.296)

L.health -0.0747 -0.0728

(0.100) (0.0438)

crisis -0.700 -0.0190

(0.691) (0.0726)

crisisimpact -25.43 -0.814

(17.06) (1.454)

buildsoc*homegdp -0.0210 -0.242

(4.012) (0.869)

_cons -0.147 0.0929

(0.193) (0.0604)

N 325 325

Hansen test (p-value) 0.403

AR.(2) (p-value) 0.637

Standard errors in parentheses 

* p< 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01
The system GMM estimator is employed by using the second to the fourth lags of both the 

dependent and independent variables as the instruments. It is assumed that all of them are 

endogenous and they are thus used as gmm type of instruments, both for the level and the 

differenced equation. The instrument matrix is collapsed in order to keep the number of 

instruments in line with the number of groups.
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Table 11: Regression results (consumer, corporate and housing loans)

(1)

consumer

(2)

corporate

(3)

housing

czechgdp 4.154** 1.294 2.135***

(1.878) (1.140) (0.714)

homegdp -0.329 0.894 -0.436

(2.830) (1.833) (1-141)

L.size 0.446 -0.496 -0.0170

(1.581) (1.108) (0.675)

L.capital -0.170 0.288 -0.0913

(0.339) (0.228) (0.159)

L.risk -0.490 -0.338 0.521***

(0.330) (0.234) (0.148)

L.health 0.00374 -0.0223** 0.00228

(0.0112) (0.00962) (0.00600)

crisis 0.0001 0.00639 0.0524*

(0.0498) (0.0096) (0.0197)

crisis*homegdp -6.869* -4.751* -3.057*

(4.072) (2.537) (1.639)

L.consumer 0.00249

(0.0284)

L.corporate -0.110***

(0.0275)

L.housing 0.0457**

(0.0274)

_cons 0.0561 0.0633 -0.0213

(0.0883) (0.0554) (0.0363)

N 966 1332 1226

Standard errors in parentheses

* p< 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01

Coefficients for quarter dummies not reported 
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